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to﻿process﻿ users’﻿ personal﻿ information﻿ and﻿biometric﻿ characteristics﻿ based﻿on﻿mobile﻿ equipment﻿
authentication﻿carrier.
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1. INTRodUCTIoN
The﻿advent﻿of﻿electronic﻿commerce,﻿ the﻿growth﻿of﻿ the﻿Internet,﻿and﻿the﻿development﻿of﻿wireless﻿
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User﻿ authentication﻿aims﻿ to﻿ confirm﻿or﻿deny﻿a﻿person’s﻿ claimed﻿ identity.﻿Cryptography﻿ is﻿ a﻿
conventional﻿method﻿of﻿authenticating﻿users﻿and﻿protecting﻿communication﻿messages﻿in﻿electronic﻿




























It﻿ reduces﻿ transaction﻿fees﻿and﻿ increases﻿convenience﻿(Hoofnagle,﻿Urban,﻿&﻿Li,﻿2012).﻿Fast﻿data﻿
connections,﻿broad﻿areas﻿of﻿network﻿coverage,﻿and﻿cheaper﻿data﻿plans﻿make﻿mobile﻿payment﻿widely﻿
adopted﻿by﻿consumers﻿across﻿the﻿world﻿(Chen,﻿2018).
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2.3. Authentication in Mobile Payment
Cryptography﻿is﻿applied﻿in﻿mobile﻿payment﻿aiming﻿for﻿guaranteeing﻿that﻿only﻿the﻿user﻿who﻿possesses﻿
the﻿correct﻿cryptographic﻿key﻿can﻿access﻿ the﻿encrypted﻿content﻿ (Xi,﻿Ahmad,﻿Han,﻿&﻿Hu,﻿2011).﻿
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(Han,﻿ Hu,﻿ Yu,﻿ Feng,﻿ Zhou,﻿ 2006;﻿ Hu﻿ &﻿ Han,﻿ 2009;﻿ Han,﻿ Hu,﻿ Yu,﻿ &﻿ Wang,﻿ 2007).﻿ However,﻿
although﻿the﻿security﻿level﻿of﻿password-based﻿long-distance﻿identity﻿authentication﻿is﻿low,﻿password﻿
authentication﻿is﻿the﻿most﻿convenient,﻿rapidest,﻿and﻿simplest﻿identity﻿authentication﻿mode.﻿
2.3.2. Biometric Authentication 
As﻿a﻿ secure﻿and﻿effective﻿method﻿ for﻿ individual﻿authentication,﻿biometric﻿authentication﻿verifies﻿
users’﻿ unique﻿ and﻿ personal﻿ biometric﻿ features﻿ (Conti,﻿ Militello,﻿ Sorbello,﻿ &﻿ Vitabile,﻿ 2009).﻿ To﻿
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3. PAyMeNT FLow MANAGeMeNT IN ANoNyMoUS 
BIoMeTRIC AUTHeNTICATIoN 
In﻿this﻿section,﻿three﻿key﻿components﻿in﻿biometric﻿authentication﻿will﻿be﻿discussed,﻿namely﻿users’﻿








users’﻿ fingerprint﻿minutiae﻿are﻿extracted.﻿Finally,﻿ fingerprint﻿ templates﻿matching﻿ is﻿conducted﻿ to﻿
find﻿the﻿correspondence﻿between﻿a﻿processed﻿fingerprint﻿image﻿and﻿one﻿or﻿more﻿stored﻿templates.﻿
3.1. Anonymous Biometric Authentication for Mobile Payment 
According﻿to﻿Chen,﻿Chen,﻿Shih,﻿and﻿Wei﻿(2011),﻿anonymous﻿authentication﻿has﻿requirements.﻿First,﻿
authenticating﻿ servers﻿ cannot﻿ find﻿ anything﻿ about﻿ a﻿ user﻿with﻿ a﻿ credential﻿ that﻿ is﻿ encrypted﻿ and﻿
transferred﻿with﻿or﻿without﻿the﻿identity.﻿Second,﻿authenticating﻿servers﻿can﻿decrypt﻿a﻿credential﻿with﻿
a﻿secret﻿key﻿or﻿private﻿key﻿that﻿is﻿generated﻿for﻿verifying﻿organizations﻿only.
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3.﻿﻿ Network.﻿ 2G/3G/4G/5G﻿ wireless﻿ networks﻿ or﻿ Wi-Fi﻿ network﻿ is﻿ needed﻿ to﻿ support﻿ the﻿








3.2. Anonymous Biometric Authentication and Mobile Payment Management Flow 
Anonymous﻿biometric﻿authentication﻿in﻿mobile﻿payment﻿aims﻿to﻿protect﻿users’﻿identity﻿and﻿to﻿achieve﻿
confidential﻿communication﻿and﻿secure﻿transaction.﻿In﻿practice,﻿anonymous﻿biometric﻿authentication﻿
can﻿effectively﻿prevent﻿users’﻿ information﻿disclosure﻿ in﻿ interactions﻿and﻿protect﻿users’﻿privacy﻿ in﻿
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Figure 1. Anonymous authentication and management flow in mobile payment
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4.﻿﻿ After﻿getting﻿PPText _Encrip,﻿ the﻿mobile﻿payment﻿platform﻿uses﻿ the﻿private﻿key﻿KB﻿and﻿ the﻿
public﻿key﻿KA﻿to﻿decipher﻿it.﻿Then﻿the﻿mobile﻿payment﻿platform﻿gets﻿the﻿PCDlist﻿transaction﻿
Figure 2. Flow of getting the mobile payment key from biometric identity modeling
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Although﻿ the﻿ main﻿ mobile﻿ payment﻿ platforms﻿ have﻿ adopted﻿ biometric﻿ authentication﻿ and﻿
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